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Endeavor Management and Prime Resource Group Create Joint Venture to Help Oil Field 

Service Companies Accelerate Revenue Growth 
 
January 2017: Endeavor Management and best-selling author and speaker, Jeff Thull, President and CEO of Prime 
Resource Group, have joined forces to address the critical challenge of shrinking profitability in the oil and gas industry. This 
comes at a time when the industry is hungry for ways to accelerate revenue and compete effectively in a severely restrained 
market.  
 
The new venture combines the expertise of Prime Resource Group and the globally proven principles and practices in Jeff 
Thull’s best-selling book Mastering the Complex Sale with Endeavor’s transformational business initiatives and sophisticated 
lead-to-generation technology platform. Together, their strength will help companies build a best-in-class business 
development capability.  
 
Jeff states, “I am excited about the value creation capabilities we can build for the oil field services sector by partnering with 
Endeavor.  Endeavor has a long and successful history in helping their oil field clients grow their businesses in even the most 
challenging of times.  I am convinced that through our partnership and combined experience in the industry, we can bring 
practical but highly effective improvements to the client’s lead-to-revenue capabilities.” 
 
According to Endeavor’s CEO, Bill Nash, “This partnership enables us to couple a practical, world-class business 
development methodology with our strategic marketing services and digital lead-to-revenue delivery platform. This new offer 
will be measured by the new business growth it brings to our clients.” 
 
Endeavor, through its earlier merger with Gelb Consulting, has over 40 years of experience working with many major oilfield 
services companies. Having developed a deep understanding in these markets enables Endeavor to create new value from 
emerging technologies, new products, enter new markets and define new services.  This new offering will be led by Gary 
Kirsch, who has over 40 years of experience managing sales operations in areas as diverse as semiconductors, consumer 
electronics, industrial safety equipment, and complete oil and gas drilling systems for companies such as Texas Instruments 
and National Oilwell Varco. Gary created, hired, trained, and directed a new technical sales team that increased 
worldwide annual sales of blowout preventers, drilling controls, and drilling riser systems from less than $200M to over $1B, 
capturing a major share of the market during the last offshore drilling rig build cycle.   
 
“I am excited about this opportunity to work with such a notable thought leader in complex sales and helping to bring this 
competency to our clients”, said Gary, “To get started we plan on hosting an executive briefing on this new capability in 
February 2017.”  

ABOUT ENDEAVOR 

Endeavor Management is an international strategic advisory firm that collaboratively works with their clients to 
achieve greater value from their transformational business initiatives. Endeavor serves as a catalyst by providing 
pragmatic methodologies and industry expertise in transformational strategies, operational excellence, organizational 
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effectiveness, and transformational leadership. Clients include those responsible for: business growth, marketing and 
sales strategy, operational effectiveness and strategic human capital management. 

The firm’s 40+ year heritage has produced a substantial portfolio of proven methodologies, deep operational insight and 
broad industry experience. This experience enables the Endeavor team to quickly understand the dynamics of client 
companies and markets. Endeavor’s clients span the globe and are typically leaders in their industry.  More information is 
available at www.endeavormgmt.com. 

 

ABOUT PRIME RESOURCE GROUP 

From Strategy and Process, to the Execution of Complex Sales and Field Support, Prime Resource Group 
assists its clients in optimizing and executing their go-to-market strategies. They focus on highly 
engineered/complex solutions which require highly supported implementations, for companies looking to:  
 

• Clarify and quantify high-value solutions that connect to the performance metrics and net profits of their 
customers  

 
• Build world-class teams of highly skilled professionals who will provide more predictable and accurate 

forecasting, win more business, and drive profitable growth 
 
• Enable creation and capture of measurable value as they acquire, expand and retain mutually profitable 

customer relationships built on integrity and trust 

Prime Resource Group’s clients include companies such as Shell, Boston Scientific, Siemens, 3M, Microsoft and Georgia-
Pacific. 
 
 
 
For further information, please contact BILL NASH, President and CEO, Endeavor Management @ 713-877-8130  
info@endeavormgmt.com 
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